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GENERAL SOURCES

See index.


SPECIALIZED ASPECTS-Administrative


Public law 554, 77th Congress, established WAACE (4 p.), followed by the tentative WD regulation dated 28 May 1942.

_____.

Specialized Aspects - Training


_____.

Specialized Aspects - Uniforms


**SPECIALIZED ASPECTS-Other**


PERSONAL NARRATIVES/BIOGRAPHIES


Dyer, George B. and Charlotte. Papers. 2 Boxes. Arch. Correspondence & clippings cover his WWII service in CIC, ETO, and hers as WAC.


Medical assistant at various US hospitals.

Harvey, Edna M. Papers. 1 Box. Arch.

Personal correspondence & scrapbook gathered from her 1943 WAC assignment to Special Services Division, Camp Patrick Henry.


Olson, Betty. Papers. 1 Box. Arch.

Pollard, Clarice F. *Hey Lady! Uncle Sam Needs You!*, cited above. UA565W6P58.

Her training Ft Oglethorpe, GA, Spring 1943.


Reaher, Margaret. Photograph Collection. Arch.

Includes images of basic training at Fort Oglethorpe and her subsequent service as a WAC.


Smith, Jean. Papers. 1 Box. Arch.
WAC activities in SWPA & occupied Japan.

1942-1965 WAC career narrated.

Fictional account of training WAAC officers at Des Moines, IA. Includes actual roster of first class.

Career in WAC, spanning 1943-1955.


By one of first officers.

Wayman, Martha A. Papers. 2 Boxes. Arch.
Covers her WAC service in SWPA.


Reflections on Fort McClellan upon hearing the post was slated for closing.
UNIT HISTORIES/PLACES


Pictorial memories.

_____. *1st WAC Detachment. WAC Detachment No 1, Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1944*. Baton Rouge: Army & Navy Pub, 1944. #1801-1.1944.


**NOTE:** Male attitudes toward servicewomen were polled in Nov 1943, with results appearing in:
